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a b s t r a c t 
Hybrid simulation (defined as a modelling approach that combines two or more of the following meth- 
ods: discrete-event simulation, system dynamics, and agent-based simulation) has experienced near- 
exponential growth in popularity in the past two decades. However, a large proportion of the academic 
literature on hybrid simulation is found in computer science and engineering journals. Given the impor- 
tance of this emerging area and its relevance to operational research, this paper provides a review of the 
topic from an OR perspective. The results of a review of the hybrid simulation literature are presented, 
using a novel framework based on the simulation lifecycle that will be useful for future modellers and 
authors alike. Promising areas for future research are identified: these include the development of new 
methods for conceptual modelling and for model validation. Currently the main application areas are 
healthcare, supply chain management and manufacturing, and the majority of published models combine 
discrete-event simulation and system dynamics. 
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 




































.1. Setting the scene 
A survey of the use of simulation in manufacturing and busi-
ess undertaken nearly ten years ago ( Jahangirian et al. 2010 )
ound that among all the simulation approaches, discrete-event
imulation (DES), system dynamics (SD) and agent-based simula-
ion (ABS) were the most widely used in operational research (OR)
o model business problems. Jahangirian et al. also noted an in-
reasing interest in hybrid simulation (defined as models that com-
ined at least two of these three approaches) to model complex
nterprise-wide systems, but did not evaluate the topic in detail.
ince 2010 this interest has continued to grow apace, as can be
een from the rapidly increasing number of papers in the Win-
er Simulation Conference (the leading international conference on
imulation) and academic journals, predominantly in engineering
nd computer science but also in OR. ∗ Corresponding author. 
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Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201The aims of this paper are to introduce the topic of hybrid sim-
lation (HS) to an OR readership, develop a framework of defini-
ions and terminology for HS modelling in OR, use this to evaluate
he current state of the art through a literature survey, and iden-
ify areas for future research. In addition to assisting future mod-
llers, our framework also serves as the basis for a simple checklist
f good practice guidelines for authors. The paper is structured as
ollows. The remainder of this section presents the necessary back-
round information and terminology. Section 2 describes existing
rameworks for HS found in the literature and then presents our
wn framework. In Section 3 we describe our search methodology.
ection 4 presents the broad findings from the survey in terms of
verall descriptive statistics, and Section 5 discusses specific find-
ngs in greater depth and identifies promising areas for further re-
earch. In Section 6 we reflect on our findings and present our
ood practice checklist. 
.2. Mixing methods in OR 
OR is often described as a toolbox of methods, from which the
ost appropriate method for solving any particular problem can be
elected. Mixing or combining OR methods, i.e. using more thannder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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d  one method from the toolbox to tackle a given problem, is not a
new idea and the literature on this topic dates back many decades.
Jackson and Keys (1984) argue that since all OR methods have dif-
ferent strengths and weaknesses, mixing methods offers the po-
tential to overcome some of the drawbacks of using a single ap-
proach. Bennett (1985) discusses three levels at which different OR
methods could be combined. The lowest level, Comparison , involves
using two or more methods entirely separately for the purpose of
solving different aspects of a problem which could not be tackled
by any one method on its own. The next level, Enrichment , aims
to enhance one method (the main method) by using elements of
another. The highest level, Integration , treats the methods on an
equal footing and uses elements of each to generate something to-
tally new. 
Combining methods has a strong practical appeal for OR mod-
ellers and the literature contains a vast number of papers where
different modelling methods are combined in various ways. Most
real-world problems and systems are complex, with many different
features and characteristics, and very rarely is one single method
ideally suited to capture all of them. The modeller who chooses
to use only one method is therefore faced with a dilemma: to
model the whole problem using one single method, accepting that
it makes invalid assumptions or oversimplifies some aspects, or
to model only those parts of the problem for which their chosen
method is suitable and simply say that the remaining parts are out
of scope? The former approach may lead to poor solutions (and
bad decisions), but from a practical perspective it may be neither
useful nor sensible to study only one aspect of a real-world prob-
lem in isolation. This dilemma has also driven the need for hybrid
simulation. 
1.3. Hybrid simulation in OR: a brief history 
The term simulation means different things in different disci-
plines, and encompasses a wide variety of approaches, including
Monte Carlo simulation, microsimulation and role-play or “human-
in-the-loop” simulations. The same is true of HS. One reason for
this general lack of consensus is that many aspects of the topic are
far from new, with references dating back to the 1960s and ever
earlier. Over the years “hybrid simulation” has meant a number of
things: models that are simultaneously implemented on both ana-
logue and digital computers, or models that contain both discrete
and continuous variables, or even models that combine simulation
with an analytical method such as optimization ( Shanthikumar and
Sargent, 1983 ). These definitions are, however, open to criticism
by operational researchers, as they focus on computer architecture
and the nature of variables, rather than on the methodological as-
pects of simulation modelling as understood in OR. 
DES has been an established method in the OR toolbox for
well over sixty years. SD has existed for a similar length of
time ( Forrester 1961 ) but, as a rather more specialised method,
it had a separate research community and has only really gained
widespread popularity in mainstream OR within the last twenty
years. ABS is definitely a newcomer to the OR community, although
it too has been around for many years. It became popular in the
1980s, in the then new disciplines of computer science and artifi-
cial intelligence, but its origins lie in social science and date back
to a time before computers were widely available: Schelling’s fa-
mous segregation model ( Schelling 1971 ) was implemented on a
real chequerboard. We shall assume that the reader is familiar with
the basics of all three methods: for those who are not, see for ex-
ample Brailsford, Churilov, and Dangerfield (2014) , which contains
introductory tutorial chapters on all three methods. 
The burgeoning popularity of SD within the OR community in
the early 20 0 0s gave rise to considerable interest in comparing DES
and SD. Several authors discussed which method should be usedPlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201nd when ( Brailsford and Hilton 2001; Morecroft and Robinson
006 ) and described the need for an approach that combined the
dvantages of both ( Brailsford, Churilov, and Liew 2003 ). Others
ompared the differences in model-building approaches by users of
ES and SD ( Tako and Robinson 2009 ) and also in teaching ( Hoad
nd Kunc, 2018 ). Software vendors became aware of a potential
arket for tools that could do both. Most SD software has the ca-
ability to employ probabilistic sampling and also includes devices
ike “conveyors” in Stella/ithink ( www.iseesystems.com ) to model
ctivity durations. Some DES tools, e.g. Scenario Generator ( www.
imul8healthcare.com/products/scenario-generator ) provide a lim-
ted facility to model continuous flows, and so (in theory) can be
dapted to represent some features of SD. Nevertheless these pack-
ges remain essentially either a DES tool with some continuous
eatures bolted on, or an SD tool with some discrete or stochastic
eatures. This is due to the fundamental differences between DES
nd SD in terms of model execution and the underlying method-
logical and theoretical assumptions, such as discrete versus con-
inuous state change, or conceptualising a system as a network of
ueues and activities rather than one of stocks and flows. Software
hat is implemented primarily as an SD or a DES tool will inherit
ot only the strengths but also the limitations of the underlying
odelling method. In effect, a modeller trying to develop a hybrid
odel in any of these tools has to force a square peg into a round
ole, and make the software do a job it was not designed to do. 
Compared with DES, and even with SD, there are still rela-
ively few ABS software packages. Most of the available tools, such
s NetLogo ( Tisue and Wilensky, 2004 ) and Repast ( https://repast.
ithub.io/ ), were primarily developed for academic research pur-
oses and hence building models in them involves writing code.
hile this obviously provides great flexibility (and also means they
an be more easily combined with aspects of DES or SD), these
ackages are rarely taught outside computer science degree pro-
rammes. The first, and still the only, commercial software tool
hat was purposely designed from the start to allow modellers to
evelop practical HS models using all three methods is AnyLogic
 www.anylogic.com ; Borshchev 2014 ) and while this now has a
raphical interface that allows the user to drag-and-drop icons on
he screen and use dialog boxes to enter model parameters, etc,
eveloping anything more than a fairly simple model still requires
ome expertise in writing Java code. 
.4. Terminology 
In general, social scientists are more precise about the words
hey use to describe how they carry out research than are opera-
ional researchers, who tend not to concern themselves overly with
pistemologies, ontologies, and paradigms (for notable exceptions,
ee Ormerod 2009 and Pollack 2009 ). However even among the
positivistic!) simulation community there are interesting subtle
ifferences in terminology: computer scientists talk about “mod-
lling and simulation”, where modelling means building a model
nd simulation means running it to conduct experiments, whereas
perational researchers tend to describe the process holistically as
simulation modelling”. 
In this paper we refer to simulation modelling as the whole
rocess as defined in standard textbooks on the topic: problem
efinition, method selection, conceptual modelling, computer im-
lementation, data collection, parameterization, verification and
alidation, development of scenarios to be tested, experimentation,
nalysis and presentation of results, and (ideally) use of these re-
ults to inform a real-world decision, allowing of course for back-
ards iteration between stages. The words method, technique and
pproach are often used interchangeably in the OR literature, but
trictly speaking, a technique is a component of a method, i.e. the
etailed actions or processes involved in carrying out the methodlling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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s   Mingers & Brocklesby 1997 ). We shall refer to ABS, DES and SD
s methods, since each involves the use of several techniques, al-
hough in our survey we found that the term paradigm is fre-
uently (but incorrectly) used. We reserve the word tool to refer
nly to the specific software package in which a model is imple-
ented. 
There is no consensus in the general mixed methods OR lit-
rature about the use of the word model . The term is sometimes
sed to describe the whole solution approach, in particular when
t is implemented in one single computer program: in this case
he individual component parts are often called submodels. How-
ver the components are sometimes also called models, especially
f each can be run independently and/or are implemented in differ-
nt software tools. We decided there was little value in attempting
o standardize here. When discussing a specific paper we follow
he terminology used by the authors, but otherwise we use both
erms interchangeably. 
The word hybrid is also interesting. In a panel paper given at
he 2017 Winter Simulation Conference ( Mustafee et al. 2017 ) An-
reas Tolk defines a hybrid, technically speaking, as “… the result of
erging two or more components of different categories to generate
omething new, that combines the characteristics of these components
nto something more useful. A mule is a biological hybrid, the cross-
reed of a donkey and a horse with better endurance and a longer
seful lifespan than its parents. Crops grown from hybrid seeds pro-
uce plants of higher quantity and quality than the originals. A hybrid
ar combines the advantages of gasoline engines and electric motors.
ybrids take two – or more – components and create something bet-
er. (Adapted from Tolk’s section of Mustafee et al (2017) , p. 1640).
iologically, a hybrid is different from its parents, although it in-
erits characteristics from both. In an OR context, a hybrid method
s one which combines two or more modelling methods to produce
 new method which is better (in some sense) than the “parent”
ethods. This is remarkably similar to Bennett’s 1985 definition of
ntegration . 
. Evaluation framework FOR HS 
.1. Previous frameworks for hybrid simulation 
In this section we highlight three significant OR papers that
resent frameworks for describing how different simulation meth-
ds can be combined in a hybrid model, although many of the pa-
ers in our survey also attempted this. Of these three, the first
wo consider only DES and SD, whereas the third considers all
hree methods. The earliest and most frequently referenced pa-
er is ( Chahal & Eldabi, 2008 ) which identifies three modes in
hich DES and SD can be combined. The simplest is the Hierar-
hical mode in which there are two distinct models that simply
ass data from one to the other in a sequential manner. The sec-
nd is the Process Environment mode: here there are still two dis-
inct models, but the DES model actually “sits inside” the SD model
nd models a small section of the system, which then interacts dy-
amically with the wider SD environment. Finally, in the genuine
ntegrated mode, there is one seamless model with no clear dis-
inction between the DES and SD parts. 
Modern hybrid models, whether developed in a single software
nvironment or several, and of course potentially including ABS as
ell as DES and SD, can be found in many other configurations
esides Chahal and Eldabi’s three modes. There are many other
ossible architectures in addition to a set of separate, encapsulated
odels that pass information between themselves, and one overar-
hing model that contains one or more smaller submodels. It is not
ven always the case that SD is used to model the wider environ-
ent or “whole system” while DES and/or ABS are used to modelPlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201ubsystems contained within it, although there are many examples
f this approach in the literature. 
More recently, Morgan, Howick, and Belton (2017) (paper [52]
n our database) identified five modes of interaction between sim-
lation methods. This paper also focused only on DES and SD, but
an be extended to include ABS. 
Parallel : this includes Bennett’s 1985 Comparison mode. Two or
ore independent models are developed either for direct compari-
on or to address totally separate aspects of a problem. Even if the
esults are subsequently combined, this does not count as hybrid
s defined in our review. 
(a) Sequential : two or more distinct single-method models that
are executed sequentially (but only once), so that the output
of one becomes the input to another. 
(b) Enriching : one dominant method, with limited use of other
method(s). This would arguably include Chahal and Eldabi’s
Process Environment mode as a special case (i.e. when SD is
dominant and the DES component is relatively minor). 
(c) Interaction : distinct but equally important single-method
submodels that interact cyclically at runtime. This is in
essence Chahal and Eldabi’s Hierarchical mode. 
(d) Integration : one seamless model in which it is impossible to
tell where one method ends and another begins. Everyone
seems to be agreed on what integration means! 
Finally, Mustafee and Powell (2018) present a comprehensive
nd extremely broad taxonomy for the classification of HS, tak-
ng into account the historical usage of the term, its current use,
nd its potential future evolution in terms of mixing HS with other
R methods. Although this attempts to provide some structure to
hat has traditionally been a messy area with no standard termi-
ology, it does not provide any information about how component
odels/methods interact. 
.2. Our life-cycle based framework 
To ensure a rigorous methodological approach, we developed
 conceptual framework for hybrid simulation. The main aim was
o identify the important variables to be captured in our review,
ut our framework also provides the structure for a set of good
ractice guidelines for modellers and authors. In addition to “de-
ographic” variables such as date and country of publication, the
elected variables were based on a combination of our experience
f using HS and the variables used in the frameworks cited in
ection 2.1 . In some cases we predefined a list of values these
ariables could take, in order to facilitate quantitative analysis: we
lso included values “not reported” or “unclear”. The full details of
ur framework, together with the possible values of each variable,
re presented in tabular format in Appendix 4. 
We based our framework on the four different stages of a
imulation study, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , adapted from Sargent
2005) and Brooks and Robinson (2000) . A simulation study begins
ith a real-world problem that needs to be solved, alleviated, or
etter understood. A conceptual model of the problem is then
eveloped and validated with problem owners and/or domain ex-
erts. The conceptual model is then coded in computer software.
ext, the verification stage, the computer model is checked to
nsure that it is a faithful representation of the conceptual model
nd has been coded correctly. A set of experimental scenarios
s then developed and verified with the problem owners and/or
omain experts, followed by experimentation. After the process of
nsuring operational validation, i.e. that the model results accord
ith observed data not used to build the model, the findings of
he simulation study are (hopefully) used to inform decisions that
an improve the real-world system. Of course, as Fig. 1 clearly
hows, this is not a linear process and there is feedback andlling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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iteration between all four stages. Incidentally, while developing
our framework we discovered that some of us used the word
implementation to mean the practical use of model results to in-
form a real-world decision, whereas others used it to describe the
process of coding a model in computer software. This initially led
to some confusion, and exemplifies the differences in terminology
that are still an issue in the field of simulation. 
2.2.1. Stage 1: Real world problem 
We suggest there are three types of papers or studies in HA:
this variable is called Type of Study in our framework. 
• Type A: papers that describe models built for specific appli-
cations (case studies); 
• Type B: papers describing some kind of framework that
could potentially be utilised by other modellers, illustrated
with a case study; 
• Type C: papers that are purely theoretical, conceptual or
methodological. 
In our review, we extended the definitions of Types A and B
to include models that were not necessarily designed to address
a problem for one particular client or setting, but were applicable
more widely within that domain. We were also interested in un-
derstanding how widespread the application of HS was in specific
sub-areas of each broad application domain. 
2.2.2. Stage 2: Conceptual modelling 
Conceptual modelling is the abstraction of a model from a real
or a proposed system, and is independent of the model code or
software ( Robinson, 2008 ). A conceptual model in HS can take sev-
eral forms. It could be an integrated model that describes the "ob-
jectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions and simplifications
of the model" ( Robinson, 2008 ) but does not make explicit or im-
plicit reference to specific modelling techniques. It could be com-
posed of two or more sub-models, or indeed, it could consist of
two or more conceptual model representations (e.g., models for
DES and SD) with links between them. In our review, we were in-
terested to see how many papers explicitly mentioned conceptual
modelling as an overarching representation of the hybrid model,
but we used a very broad (and arguably generous) interpretation
of conceptual modelling: see Section 3.3. 
Our framework specifies four ways in which simulation meth-
ods interact. This variable is called Type of Hybridization. We
follow the mixed methods design classification presented inPlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201organ, Howick and Belton (2017) [52], but refine the Interaction
ategory of Morgan et al and distinguish between models that in-
eract in a predetermined pattern (e.g. A-B-A-B-A-B-…) and those
hat interact dynamically, i.e. in a way that cannot be specified in
dvance but is determined at runtime: 
(1) Models with one dominant method that included minor as-
pects of other methods ( enriching ); 
(2) Models where the ABS, DES or SD components are executed
in a fixed pattern ( sequential ); 
(3) Models with ABS, DES or SD components whose execution
order is determined dynamically at runtime ( interaction ); 
(4) Models which were seamless and inseparable ( integration ). 
In our survey, we classified all models that were developed in
nyLogic as interaction, and all models linked by a third software
ool or bespoke code as sequential. 
.2.3. Stage 3: Computer modelling 
Irrespective of how many simulation software tools are used,
ome kind of interaction between submodels is essential for a
odel to be classed as hybrid. In our framework this variable is
alled Type of Integration and contains three categories: 
(1) Automated integration: contained within a commercial soft-
ware package (CSP); 
(2) Manual integration: literally copying and pasting data from
one CSP into another; 
(3) Integration using intermediate tools, such as Excel/VBA. 
Clearly, in our review the variables for this stage were only rel-
vant for papers that actually described a computer model. How-
ver, we were also interested in the number (and names) of CSPs
sed, and whether any programming languages or code libraries
ere used (and if so, which). 
Our framework variable Data Input Source also contains three
ategories: real world, illustrative, and mixed. Real world data can
e primary (collected specifically for the study) or secondary (col-
ected elsewhere for other purposes). Illustrative input data in-
ludes data derived from expert knowledge, as well as synthetic or
ypothetical data. Models that use both real-world and illustrative
ata are categorized as mixed. 
.2.4. Stage 4: Solution and understanding 
The process of validation provides stakeholders with confidence
n the model and increases trust. In Fig. 1 , operational validation
s shown as a dotted line between Solution and Understanding and
eal-world Problem , with the double-sided arrows representing the
eedback element. In our framework, the variable Model Validated
as two categories: (1) validated using a statistical approach, (2)
ace validity through domain experts. Arguably, if (1) had been per-
ormed then (2) might also have been, but there is often a tacit as-
umption (with which we do not necessarily agree) that statistical
ethods for comparing model output with observed data are the
gold standard” and face validity is an inferior method of valida-
ion. 
Finally, the framework variable Level of Implementation de-
cribes whether the results from an HS study have contributed to
emonstrable changes in some organisation or, depending on the
emit of the model, have affected the wider environment. Its three
ategories are (1) proof of concept; (2) potential for real-world im-
lementation, and (3) contain concrete evidence that that model
ndings have already been implemented. In our review, this vari-
ble enabled us to compare the level of implementation of hybrid
odels with studies that only used one single simulation method. lling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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Table 1 
Reviewer-wise comparison of Phase 1 and Phase 2 datasets. 
Reviewer Search source Simulation methods Phase 1 articles Phase 2 articles Reduction after Phase 2 (%) 
1 Web of Science ABS and SD 199 62 69 
2 Publish and Perish (as “front end” to Google Scholar) ABS, DES and SD 1035 101 90 
3 Scopus ABS, DES and SD 161 131 19 
4 Web of Science ABS, DES and SD 763 163 79 


































































































i  . Review methodology 
.1. Search strategy 
Throughout this section, the term ‘reviewer’ denotes one of
he five co-authors of this paper. Appendix 2 contains a graphical
epresentation of the six phases of the search strategy. In any
iterature review, no matter how “systematic”, it is impossible to
ompletely avoid some element of subjectivity in the selection of
apers and the associated inclusion/exclusion criteria. We aimed to
inimize this by requiring that every paper selected for full-text
eading should be read by at least two reviewers. In some cases, a
aper could have been read by three or more reviewers before it
as finally determined to be outside the scope of the review. 
.1.1. Phase 1 - Retrieval of results through individual searches 
The four more experienced reviewers each searched one bibli-
graphic database (see Table 1 ), using an agreed set of keyword
ombinations (listed in Appendix 3) and their own personal inter-
retation of whether a paper qualified as HS. The fifth reviewer
as responsible for cross-checking data, numbering the papers and
ntering them into an Excel spreadsheet using the citation soft-
are Mendeley ( Zaug, West & Tateishi, 2011 ). If a reviewer was
ndecided whether a paper should be included, it was retained to
nsure that no papers were wrongly excluded at this stage. The
earches were conducted in the spring of 2017 and covered the
eriod January 20 0 0–December 2016. 
.1.2. Phase 2 – Abstract reading 
Each reviewer read the abstracts of all their own Phase 1 arti-
les. This resulted in the exclusion of many papers where several
imulation techniques were included as keywords but the model
escribed in the paper was not a hybrid, as well as a few papers
n languages other than English. 
.1.3. Phase 3 – Automated consolidation of individual results 
In Phase 3 the four individual datasets from Phase 2 were au-
omatically combined into one single database, using VBA macros
n Excel. The main objective was to count how many times each
aper had been selected, but this phase also included the (man-
al) removal of duplicates. At this point the dataset contained 361
apers in total, of which only one was selected by all four review-
rs: 15 were selected by three, 61 by two and 284 by just one.
he 77 articles selected by two or more reviewers were immedi-
tely progressed to Phase 6 and downloaded for full text reading.
he remaining 284 papers were reassessed in Phase 4. Importantly,
one were rejected at this stage. 
.1.4. Phase 4 – Reassessment of abstracts selected by only one 
eviewer in Phase 3 
The abstracts of each of these 284 papers were individually as-
essed by all four reviewers. The 74 papers that all four reviewers
greed were eligible for full-text reading, together with the 62 pa-
ers that were considered eligible by three reviewers, immediately
rogressed to Phase 6. The 52 papers that all four reviewers agreed
ere definitely outside the scope of the review were excluded, asPlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201ere the 49 papers that were considered eligible by only one re-
iewer. The remaining 47 papers, considered to be relevant by only
wo reviewers, progressed to Phase 5 for yet another reassessment.
.1.5. Phase 5 – Reassessment of abstracts selected by two reviewers 
n Phase 4 
Each of the 47 remaining abstracts was reassessed individually
y all four reviewers and was then discussed during a group Skype
eeting. Only four articles progressed from this stage. 
.1.6. Phase 6 – Full-text reading 
Our dataset was now reduced to 217 papers: 77 from Phase 3,
36 from Phase 4 and four from Phase 5. Of these, 17 were ex-
luded for reasons such as duplicate entries that had been missed
n earlier stages, or conference papers that were now inaccessible
s the download links were broken. Before embarking on the pro-
ess of full-text reading and detailed data capture, we outlined a
et of broad principles. Each paper would be read “blind” by a
inimum of two reviewers, who would independently record their
ata locally and then record the final agreed decision in the con-
olidated version of the spreadsheet, seeking a third opinion in the
vent of disagreement. Each of us read a total of 80 papers, and
ach pair of reviewers only had 20 papers in common. 
During Phase 6 a further 61 papers were removed from the
atabase after group discussion, as they were either agreed to have
een wrongly included after all, or were near-identical papers that
ad been published in more than one outlet with only marginal
hanges. At the end of Phase 6 we were left with a total of 139
apers in our final database (see Appendix 1 ). Throughout the rest
f this paper, articles in the review database will be cited using
heir serial number in Appendix 1 . 
. Descriptive statistics 
.1. Publication trends over time 
The literature in HS has increased substantially in recent years
ut is still relatively small, as Fig. 2 shows. There were only five
ublications between 20 0 0 and 20 04, whereas in 2016 a total of 21
apers were published. As one might expect in a new but rapidly
rowing area, the majority of papers are from conferences (76 pa-
ers), in particular the Winter Simulation Conference (35 papers)
here the authors have established a successful track. The repre-
entation of hybrid papers in academic journals is still relatively
mall, with only 57 papers in total. Moreover, the distribution of
apers across specific journals is also small, although no single
ournal was identified as a significant leader. The majority of au-
hors are from the USA and the UK. 
.2. Type of study, by simulation methods used 
Fig. 3 presents the papers allocated to the three types of hybrid
tudy, broken down by the combination of simulation methods
sed ( Type of Model in our framework). In four of the 139 papers
t was not possible to determine from the paper which methodslling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of HS literature over time, by source. 












c  were used. Clearly, the HS research community is currently pre-
dominantly interested in using HS for real-world problems. A total
of 69 papers were classified as pure applications or case studies
(Type A); 40 papers contained a conceptual framework illustrated
by an application (Type B); and of the 30 papers classified as theo-
retical, conceptual or methodological (Type C), 25 made some ref-Please cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201rence to a broad application area. For example, papers [89] and
94] are Type C papers in the area of supply chain, transporta-
ion and logistics, and papers [72] and [124] are Type C papers on
ealthcare. 
Many Type A papers use SD + DES to reflect the natural di-
hotomy between operational (DES) and strategic (SD) models. Forlling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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Table 2 
Conceptual modelling, by paper type. 
Evidence of a 
conceptual model? 
Type A 
Application (case study) 
Type B 
Framework + application 
Type C 
Conceptual, theoretical or 
methodological 
Total 
No. of papers % No. of papers % No. of papers % No. of papers % 
Yes 45 65% 25 62% 17 57% 87 63% 
No 24 35% 15 38% 13 43% 52 37% 
Total 69 40 30 139 
Table 3 
Type of hybridization, by model type. 
Type of hybridization Type of Model 
ABS + DES ABS + DES + SD SD + ABS SD + DES Unclear Total 
Interaction 15 11 16 21 1 64 
Sequential 2 1 4 19 – 26 
Enriching – 1 2 4 – 7 
Integration 2 - 1 1 – 4 
Other 1 1 2 3 1 8 



















































































xample, papers [49], [94], and [99] discuss applications for plan-
ing in manufacturing, and papers [15], [59], and [78] offer evi-
ence of planning in the area of healthcare. In these papers SD is
sed to deal with long term feedback processes and DES is used to
epresent the short term performance of operations. 
The 40 Type B papers include paper [52], the basis of our clas-
ification of hybridization types. Although its main contribution is
he framework, it also describes a case study of a cancer treatment
entre. Most other Type B papers present methodological frame-
orks for specific aspects of HS, such as synchronising the exe-
ution of components of hybrid models. For example, paper [58]
iscusses the control of parallel and distributed simulations, illus-
rated with an earthmoving project. Paper [45] proposes a hybrid
rchitecture that addresses the definition of time advance by using
 concept called Meaningful Level of Change, developed for use in
onstruction. 
In general, Type C papers discuss technical issues of HS, for
xample strategies for hybridization that take account of syn-
hronicity (paper [28]). Synchronicity relates to the time advance
echanism in different submodels and the importance of ensuring
hat causality is not violated. 
Overall, the most popular combination of modelling methods
egardless of paper type is SD + DES. However, recent years have
een a growth in models containing ABS elements due to the in-
reasing use of ABS in general, combined with the rising popular-
ty of “behavioural OR” and the need for models that incorporate
ntelligent and/or emotional decision making entities. In summary,
BS + DES offer a bottom-up approach to modelling systems (entity
eactions) whereas SD + DES gives a top-down approach to mod-
lling systems (manager reactions). 
.3. Conceptual modelling 
Conceptual modelling is a vitally important step in the mod-
lling process, and overall 87 (63%) of the 139 papers contained
ome evidence that a conceptual model had been developed: see
able 2 . 
We considered three types of evidence that the authors had
eveloped a conceptual model, since there is no universal defini-
ion of conceptual modelling in HS, or indeed in simulation more
enerally. Firstly, a discussion of the problem situation and the
orresponding objectives, inputs, outputs and simplifications of
he whole hybrid model (for example, papers [16], [18], [26], [51],Please cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.20182], [89]). Secondly, a discussion of the submodels comprising the
ybrid model (for example, papers [17], [19], [20], [91]). Thirdly,
onceptual representations of the whole model, even if at a very
igh level, using some form of graphical notation (e.g. causal loop
iagrams, state flows, activity diagrams), such as in papers ([1],
4], [14], [21], [33], [40]). Individual simulation methods have
heir own bespoke graphical approaches to represent conceptual
odels, such as causal loop diagrams for SD, statecharts for ABS
nd process flow or activity diagrams for DES, but while these
re well suited for that particular method they do not have ob-
ious capabilities to model the hybridization elements. We found
onceptual models for the individual submodels, but generally,
hese were presented independently and did not provide a clear
xplanation of factors such as information exchange or hierarchy
n terms of model dominance. 
.4. Type of hybridization, by simulation methods used 
Table 3 shows that by far the most popular method of integra-
ion is Interaction , and SD + DES is the most widely used combi-
ation of methods. We found a small number of papers in which
he simulation methods used, and/or the way in which they were
ombined, was unclear or not even discussed. 
We regard Integration as the highest level of hybridization,
here the different submodels are seamless and inseparable and
t is impossible to tell where one component ends and another
egins, like the mule that is the offspring of a horse and a donkey.
ven in a single modelling environment like AnyLogic , there is still
 clear delineation between the DES, SD and ABS components.
herefore, we were not surprised to find so few truly integrated
odels, and the four that we did find ([32], [118], [119] and [139])
ere all coded in bespoke software. 
Nevertheless, most HS models represent the interactions be-
ween the different levels of some system. Therefore, it is not
urprising that the connections between submodels are mainly
ither of type Interaction or Sequential . Of the two, Interaction ap-
ears the more realistic, since the Sequential method is often just
 modelling choice rather than a faithful representation of infor-
ation flow in the real world system. Moreover, in the real world,
uch information flow is rarely completely synchronous: there are
lways delays. Mismatched time granularity and methodological
ifferences are possibly the main reasons why most models are
inked either in interaction or sequential fashion. lling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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Table 4 
Integration strategies for hybrid models 
Type of model integration Number of papers 
Manual integration 5 
Integration using intermediary tools 21 












































































































p  4.5. Model coding 
The next step is the translation of the conceptual model into a
computerised model. Not all studies, even those that described an
application (Types A and B), actually got as far as this stage: only
93 of the total 109 Type A or B papers contained clear evidence
that a computer model had been developed. These 93 included
a few studies that specifically referred to model implementation
but did not name a specific CSP. For some of these we were able
to identify the CSP from figures and diagrams in the paper, even
though the authors had omitted to reference it, but this was not
the case for all of them. The focus of such papers was on the
problem situation and model conceptualisation, based on the
individual modelling method. The reader therefore has to make a
leap of faith about how the model was encoded, and consequently
also about the results. 
We identified three CSPs that support more than one simulation
method: AnyLogic, ExtendSim ( Imagine That Inc., 2018 ) and NetLogo .
Of these, only AnyLogic currently supports all three methods. Over-
all, AnyLogic is by far the most widely used CSP in HS: it was used
in 47 of the 139 papers, whereas only 13 papers used the second
most popular, the (single-method) DES tool Arena ( Markovitch &
Profozich 1996 ). We observed no obvious patterns or preferences
for combinations of single-method CSPs. 
4.6. Model integration 
A critical aspect of HS model development is how the different
submodels are integrated. Our framework contains three main
strategies for this integration process: manual, using intermediary
tools, and fully automated. Table 4 shows that automated inte-
gration is the most popular approach. The majority (47) of these
papers use AnyLogic , in which the software itself manages all
the connections (including data exchange and synchronization of
simulation time) between submodels. 
Manual integration is a labour-intensive process where variable
values are literally typed in by the user at runtime. An example
of this is paper [133], which uses separate, but linked, DES and
SD models to represent a hospital Emergency Department. At the
end of each simulated hour, the output from the DES model (the
number of patients waiting for over three hours) is fed into the SD
model, and the output from the SD model (the physicians’ produc-
tivity factor) is fed into the DES model. The whole hybrid model
runs for 24 simulated hours, so users need to enter these two val-
ues 23 times. 
We found two strategies for integration based on intermediate
tools. One approach was the use of distributed simulation software,
programming languages and databases for information exchange.
Submodels developed in different CSPs are concurrently executed
using data-exchange mechanisms and time management protocols
that ensure that causality errors do not occur. The other approach
was the use of simpler methods such as MS Excel. In both cases
integration is partially automated, in the sense that a human does
not have to type in data via the keyboard, but is not fully auto-
mated in the sense that data exchange is handled dynamically en-
tirely by the simulation engine. Paper [15] is an example of this
approach: here a Vensim SD model and a Simul8 DES model are
linked using an Excel interface and VBA. Please cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201Automated integration involves the use of one single CSP or
espoke code with built-in support for executing different simu-
ation methods. Papers ([17], [65], [84], [93], [98]) are examples
f automated integration in supply chains, all using AnyLogic . Pa-
ers ([108], [134], [137]) are examples where ExtendSim is used,
n the area of software development. The remaining ten studies
ostly comprise bespoke solutions using programming languages
nd simulation libraries. 
. Discussion 
.1. Overview 
In this section we reflect at greater length on those findings
rom our survey that we believe are of particular interest. The
ajority of the articles we reviewed justified the use of HS to
eet the requirements of specific real-world problems for which a
ingle-method approach was inadequate. However, with limited or
on-existent methodological frameworks, we found that most such
ttempts were pragmatic in nature, and many papers focussed en-
irely on the links between different software tools. In theory, the
eed for a HS model should arise well into the modelling process,
fter a conceptual model has been developed and the features of
he problem that indicate the use of HS have been identified. How-
ver, in quite a few papers, the opposite was the case: we got the
mpression the authors were keen to use HS out of academic cu-
iosity and were, in effect, looking for a problem to apply it to.
verall, it is clear that while there have been significant technical
evelopments in some CSPs that facilitate hybridization between
ools, the lack of conceptual models for HS and the lack of over-
rching methodological frameworks to guide model development
re still major barriers to its wider adoption. In the following sub-
ections we present details about the main challenges in selected
spects of the modelling lifecycle that are unique to HS when com-
ared with single-method based modelling techniques, drawn from
essons learned from the review. We identify areas where further
esearch is needed. Each subsection concludes with some advice
or modellers and/or authors, based on our lifecycle framework. As
S is still in its infancy, and is a fast-changing field, we do not
laim that these are immutable, but we do believe that for HS to
ecome widely accepted the overall quality of models themselves
nd the papers that describe them will need to improve. 
.2. Application areas 
The main areas of application for HS were found to be health-
are, supply chain, transportation and logistics, and manufacturing,
ith 31, 26 and 23 papers, respectively: see Fig. 4 . Many reasons
nderlie the popularity of HS in certain application areas: the in-
rinsic complexity of the problems, the availability of existing mod-
ls that provide an initial platform for the modeller but do not
over all the dimensions of the problem, and the academic dis-
iplines and research interests of the authors. Of the 139 papers,
nly five (3.6%) were entirely theoretical and did not refer to any
pecific application area. The six papers presenting applications to
simulation” described practical methods for performing tasks re-
ated to implementing HS in particular simulation tools, as distinct
rom the five papers that were entirely theoretical. 
Clearly, one reason for the use of HS is the level of complexity
ithin particular application areas. Healthcare problems have mul-
iple aspects, and it is rarely possible to capture all of them in one
ingle model using only one method. For example, population level
spects such as the incidence and prevalence of disease are better
odelled using SD, to account for feedback effects and the flows of
atients over time, whereas the operational aspects of healthcarelling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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s  elivery systems to manage these patients, e.g. Emergency Depart-
ents or screening facilities, are better represented using the de-
ailed stochastic approach of DES due to the existence of queues,
esource allocation issues and individual variability (see [15], [37],
50], [72], [107] and [132]). We also found papers that model pa-
ients as autonomous entities (i.e., agents) that generate unpre-
ictable demand for some health service (papers [53], [56] and
73]). In manufacturing, the impact of manufacturing processes,
ypically modelled using DES, on production planning across dif-
erent areas of the organisation (a more strategic problem, typically
odelled in SD) is represented in several papers ([12], [26], [46],
49], [94], [99]). Similarly, in the area of supply chains, HS models
re used to combine strategic level issues (using SD) with the op-
rational issues faced by facilities such as cross-docking (using DES
r ABS), as in papers [33], [47], [64], [84] and [117]. 
The use of hybrid models also reflects the extensive libraries of
ingle-method models that exist in certain areas and have become
he basis for further enrichment by the use of other modelling
ethods. For example, there are many SD models of population
evel disease dynamics in the literature, and a vast number of DES
odels for modelling service operations in hospitals and clinics,
ut in reality these two aspects are interconnected, as discussed
bove. A similar situation arises in supply chains: the literature
ontains many SD models that reflect the relationships between
chelons, and many DES models that represent internal operations
ithin each echelon, but again in reality these aspects are closely
onnected (papers [47], [67], [17]). Thus, our results demonstrate
wo potential findings. Firstly, the maturity of a modelling method
n specific application areas allows modellers to reuse existing
tructures (paper [1]). Secondly, it is evidence of good scientific
ractice for modellers to improve existing single-method models
y using additional methods that overcome any weaknesses in the
riginal method, and hence better represent the problem situation
paper [5]). 
Finally, we note that academic discipline has an important
mpact on the areas of application. In our database, 74 of the
39 papers were written by authors with an affiliation to areas
f engineering such as civil, industrial, mechanical and produc-
ion/manufacturing. Please cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201.3. Model conceptualisation 
Standard conceptual modelling for HS is the least developed
tage in the modelling cycle, despite its importance. Arguably, the
ame is also true for single-method simulation. Therefore, we are
iving it more attention than other stages here. Judging from the
eviewed literature, individual submodels often closely follow their
wn established conceptual modelling practice. Nevertheless, the
evelopment of a HS adds a vital extra component to this process,
amely the links between submodels. For example, how to link be-
ween a process flow model, a state-chart, and a stock flow model.
e believe that a generalised framework for model development
n HS should not focus on the individual models, but rather on
he links between them. This will involve decisions on the com-
onents to be linked, and the information to be exchanged. There
s a need for a new methodology to capture the problem situa-
ion in terms of the subsystems that comprise it, and to provide a
igorous and systematic way to identify the characteristics of each
ubsystem that indicate the use of a given simulation method. 
Even before this, of course, the modeller has to represent the
roblem situation as a set of interrelated subsystems, but stan-
ard methods for conceptual model development are appropriate
ere, driven by the purpose of the model and the questions it
as to answer. Currently, the choice of method is usually made
y the modeller based on their disciplinary background or pref-
rence, and their expertise. Crudely speaking, a system dynami-
ist will see the world as a feedback system, a DES expert will
ee the world as a system of queues and processes, and an ABS
odeller will see the world as an environment populated with au-
onomous beings. Relatively few simulation modellers are totally
gnostic as to method: see Morecroft and Robinson (2006) . There
s a cost to using HS, so an important feature of this methodology
ust be an ability to evaluate the benefit of each method for each
ubsystem and then finally, on a parsimonious principle, deter-
ine whether one method would suffice for all (and if so, which).
f not, then a hybrid model will be needed. The methodology
hould also facilitate description of the links and data exchange
echanisms between subsystems, ideally in graphical form, and
hould also provide the modeller with some kind of checklist of alllling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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Verification and validation, by paper type. 
Type A: 69 papers 
Application / case study 
Type B: 40 papers 
Framework + Application 
Model verified 17 papers (25%) 13 papers (33%) 
Validated by standard 
statistical methods 
18 papers (26%) 6 papers (15%) 
Face validity with domain 
experts 






















































o  the software-independent issues that need to be considered when
linking a model using method X with a model using method Y. 
Firstly, aligned with the parsimonious principle mentioned
above, modellers should think very carefully whether a given prob-
lem really needs to be considered at multiple levels of representa-
tion, using different simulation methods. There is a risk that the
use of HS may make simple problems more complicated. While
using a new approach is always exciting, it is important not to get
carried away and use it for its own sake. When designing a HS
model to tackle some problem, rather than starting from scratch
modellers should consider whether existing approaches could be
reused, so that these approaches can be enhanced and adapted to
new problems. In this way, simulation will move closer to other
traditional OR methods such as linear programming, where the ba-
sic ideas behind optimisation are continually being expanded by
the addition of new features. 
Although Table 2 suggests that the majority (63%) of papers
included a conceptual model, in reality our definition was very
generous and we even considered a high-level description of the
component parts to constitute a conceptual model. In the absence
of a recognised methodology for conceptual modelling in HS, as
discussed above, we advise authors to be extremely clear about
the purpose of the hybrid model (objectives). Written papers
should include a diagram showing all the component modules in
the hybrid model, indicating the module name, its objectives, the
modelling method used, its position with respect to the whole
hybrid model in terms of our definitions (interaction, sequential
or integration), and the interconnections between modules (the
links and the names of the connecting variables). Authors and
practitioners should focus less on the individual models and more
on the description of the hybridization: information flows, dom-
inant model, etc.; and should use software-independent graphical
notation associated with each modelling method, rather than
screenshots from the software, for the conceptual modelling of the
individual modules. 
5.4. HS software packages 
Our review identified three types of software tool used for
developing HS models: all-encompassing CSPs that support at
least two methods; two or more single-method tools with an
interface linking them; or in-house (bespoke) tools written in a
general purpose programming language. At the time of writing
AnyLogic remains the only all-encompassing CSP that supports
all three simulation methods, and is the most widely utilised
tool for building HS models. Although an increasing number of
modellers possess expertise in using more than one method,
albeit with the caveat mentioned in Section 5.2 (when you have
a hammer …) it is the link between models that is often the most
challenging aspect, and this is one of the main benefits of using
a multi-method tool like AnyLogic . We believe that software tools
are currently the most advanced aspect of the whole HS modelling
process. One possible reason for this is that many early HS models
were built by computer scientists with programming expertise,
who enjoyed pushing the boundaries of simulation software by
pragmatic experimentation, and thus this stage of the modelling
process received more attention than others. Nevertheless, unlike
DES and SD where there is a wide range of user-friendly tools to
choose from, HS models still require some degree of coding and
programming expertise. Therefore, another recommendation for
further research (and commercial exploitation) is the need for HS
packages that require little or no programming expertise. AnyLogic
is moving in this direction but still requires some knowledge of
Java to build anything more than a simple model, and also has
the drawback of being something of a jack-of-all-trades: currently,
most expert DES users will normally prefer to use a dedicated DESPlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201ool for developing a DES model (although this may change in the
ext decade). Another potential research area that overcomes this
ssue is to develop general purpose interfaces that enable mod-
llers to link any type of package. This will allow the flexibility to
se more specialised packages for the relevant methods and then
ink them rapidly and easily. 
.5. Verification and validation 
It was evident from the review that the processes of verification
nd validation is not commonly reported for HS models. These
ariables were obviously only relevant for the 69 Type A (case
tudy) and the 40 Type B (framework plus application) papers,
ut Table 5 shows that only a minority of these papers report
ither. In some cases, the individual single-method submodels
ere verified and validated using existing standard approaches for
ingle-method models (examples include [112] and [118]) but the
verarching hybrid model was not: no extra steps were reported
o verify the links between submodels, i.e. “inter-modular” verifi-
ation and validation. A few authors attempted to provide more
omprehensive propositions for verification of HS models, that is,
ncluding inter-modular verification. For example, [23] introduces
n intermediate model between the SD and DES models to assess
he credibility of the exchanged information by matching it with
he expected values. Paper [92] follows a similar approach for
nter-modular verification for HS between ABS and SD. 
Of the three papers that describe real-world implementations
[27], [96], and [107]), where we expected to see evidence of both
erification and validation, all three models were verified but only
ne, [96], was validated using standard statistical methods. 
Validation of hybrid models involves diverse challenges. On the
ne hand, the validation of quantitative models using numerical
ata, e.g. DES, requires statistical methods. On the other hand,
he validation of qualitative models using verbal or causal theo-
ies, e.g. SD and ABS, implies validation during the modelling pro-
ess. Validation of SD models typically involves establishing face
alidity and involving stakeholders throughout the model devel-
pment process, as well as aspects such as checking dimensional
onsistency or performing extreme value tests. ABS models, espe-
ially those that model human behaviour, are often based on as-
umptions and beliefs about the micro-level relationships between
odel elements and psychological behavioural rules, which may
roduce aggregated results that mirror observed data quite ac-
urately but can never be validated statistically at the individual
evel. 
The problem is compounded by familiarity, an issue highlighted
n paper [92]: even for single-method components, the modeller
eeds to be familiar with the relevant verification and validation
pproaches for each method. For example, it is not possible to val-
date SD policy models or ABS models of emergent behaviours us-
ng methods developed for quantitative, predictive DES models. 
There is an added challenge for HS when it comes to inter-
odular verification of the exchanged information. This is an
rea where further research aimed at developing more rigor-
us methods is urgently needed. While statistical validation
f ABS and SD models may not be widespread, it is increasinglylling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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s  ecognised as important (see Rahmandad, Oliva, & Osgood, 2015 for
D practices). New methods for validation must be developed if
eal-world decision-makers are going to have confidence in the
esults of HS models. The question of client trust, which is difficult
nough in a DES model with an attractive animated visual display,
s even more challenging in a hybrid model “glued together” with
omputer code. Meanwhile, modellers should do all they can do
ddress these issues by applying standard methods to the verifica-
ion and validation of the individual component submodels, and at
east perform (and report!) some kind of basic face validity sense-
hecking or extreme value testing to the whole hybrid model. 
.6. Input data sources 
Here, we again excluded studies that were of a purely concep-
ual or methodological nature (Type C) and considered only the
09 Type A and Type B papers, all of which described some kind
f application. Of these 109, 100 discussed input data for their
odel and of these 100, 40 used purely illustrative data. 25 of the
0 papers that used purely illustrative data described applications
here ABS was one of the methods used, for example papers [17],
18], [22]. [25], [30], [105] and [112]. Arguably, this explains the
se of illustrative data, since (as discussed above) the collection
f empirical data for modelling the decision rules governing agent
ehaviour is not a simple matter. It was also unsurprising to see
 few papers that present frameworks (e.g. papers [89], [95] and
117]) using illustrative data, since authors whose main focus is on
heir framework, and who just use an example to illustrate it, are
ess likely to go through the lengthy and painful process of acquir-
ng real-world data. 
Some papers contained a combination of both real world data
nd illustrative data. A likely reason for using mixed data is re-
ated with the use of HS to model systems at multiple levels. For
xample, a DES model of a factory production line may use real-
orld data routinely collected from operational reporting systems,
uch as machine processing times and breakdown frequencies, but
he data required to model more strategic aspects such as long-
erm feedback effects or policy making (the natural realm of SD)
re more difficult to obtain. Therefore, illustrative data are likely to
e used for this aspect. Papers [23], [32], [48], [80], and [101] pro-
ide examples of this. Moreover, the data for SD models may be
ualitative, and quite apart from the challenges in gaining access
o senior decision-makers, the skills required to collect this type
f data are often lacking in researchers with a mathematical or
ngineering background. As noted in Section 5.2 above, currently
he more quantitative disciplines dominate the field of HS, but the
eed for different types of data indicates that a multidisciplinary
pproach is often required. 
Only 39 papers were based entirely on real world data, which
hows the lack of real-world applications of HS and the challenges
hat scholars face when trying to access data. Some of those pa-
ers were in manufacturing (papers [19], [20], and [26]) and en-
rgy (papers [31], [85], [96], and [116]), suggesting that physical
ystems may provide more useful data for hybrid models than so-
ial systems. 
.7. Level of real world implementation 
One of the main concerns in simulation, and arguably in
R modelling in general, is that only a small fraction of pub-
ished models are actually used to inform real-world decisions or
ave tangible impact on real-world organizations. Brailsford et al.
2009) and Katsaliaki and Mustafee (2011) both found that just
ver 5% of published papers in the field of healthcare-related sim-
lation modelling actually reported that the model findings had
een used in practice. Our review found the same situation in thePlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201ase of HS modelling. Only three (2%) of our 139 papers described
 real-world implementation: two of Type A ([96] and [107]) and
ne of Type B [27]. Paper [96] describes a model for policy evalu-
tion of solar power generation systems in Tucson, Arizona; paper
107] uses HS to evaluate interventions to increase colorectal can-
er screening rates in North Carolina; and paper [27] describes a
upply-chain focused HS framework applied to the case of a US-
ased optical product manufacturer. 
Brailsford et al. (2009) suggest that one reason for the lack of
eported model use is the fact that the “publish or perish” nature
f academic life often compels researchers to publish their work
efore there has been a chance for it to be implemented in prac-
ice. In a nascent area like HS, where conference papers are still a
ignificant publication outlet (see Fig. 2 ), this is likely to be even
ore of an issue. Moreover, new methods are less likely to be
rusted by practitioners than tried-and-tested methods like DES or
D. It was evident that the majority of HS models were being used
y academics to experiment with potential solutions to problem
ituations, rather than by practitioners and managers as decision
upport. While this partly reflects the fact that HS is a compara-
ively new field, and (as Fig. 2 clearly shows) is still in the early
tages of development, more research needs to be done to identify
he reasons for this low level of implementation. Another potential
eason is the lack of use of real data, as discussed in the previous
ection. 
Even among the 69 Type A case study papers, 30 (55%) demon-
trated potential for application but provided no concrete evidence,
or example the healthcare-related papers [1], [9], [72], [83], [100]
nd [133]; 19 (28%) presented ideas or “proof of concept” mod-
ls based entirely on illustrative data, and contained no informa-
ion relating to real-world settings; and 10 (14%) were classified as
not applicable”, i.e. there was no actual model at all. Interestingly,
e found that the application papers that also contained a more
eneric framework (Type B) had a very similar profile to the Type
 papers, and in fact a slightly larger proportion (60%) provided
vidence of potential applicability. This is perhaps not such a sur-
rising finding when one considers the “publish or perish” factor.
 possible explanation is that in reality, in some Type B papers the
odel was really the main focus of the research, and the frame-
ork was added later in order to demonstrate the methodological
contribution” required for acceptance by a scientific journal. 
.8. A final comment on reproducibility 
Pragmatically, one purpose of publishing a simulation model
n the academic literature is that it can be adapted by other
esearchers to address other problems. Moreover, from a scien-
ific perspective, the “Reproducibility” movement in the simulation
ommunity ( Uhrmacher et al., 2016 ) is founded on the belief that
t is a requirement of academic rigour (and even should be part
f the peer review process) that the reader should be able to re-
onstruct the model from the information provided in a published
aper. For this to be possible, it is obviously necessary for the au-
hors to include sufficient information about how the model was
onstructed in terms of the methods, data and software used, as
ell as just presenting the results. However, in many of the arti-
les we reviewed such information was only partially included or,
n some cases, was not included at all: this presents a problem for
esearchers interested in replicating the models in these papers. In
 published paper describing a computer model, authors should at
he very least name the software they used to implement it! In
ome cases we recognised diagrams or screenshots but the soft-
are was not named, let alone referenced correctly. For example,
aper [6] describes an ABS + DES + SD model to measure the envi-
onmental impact of beverage consumption habits, under different
cenarios such as the use of tap water or bottled water. Judging bylling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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the diagrams, the SD elements were modelled in Vensim and the
ABS elements in AnyLogic , but the architecture of the hybrid model
is not described and it is impossible to tell from the written paper
how these components were combined. This paper is not alone:
[106], [118], [126], [127] and [128] also provide very little informa-
tion about the type of hybridization. 
6. Conclusion 
6.1. Our framework for hybrid simulation 
All three simulation methods have a recognised set of steps
for model development, starting with problem definition and end-
ing with informing practice, as described for example by Sargent
(2005) and Brooks and Robinson (2000) and depicted in Fig. 1 . This
“project life-cycle” was designed for DES, but it applies equally to
SD and ABS, although the emphasis on different stages may vary.
Developing a hybrid model does not necessarily deviate greatly
from this process. In fact, judging from the reviewed literature,
individual submodels often closely follow their own established
processes. Nevertheless, the development of a HS adds a vital ex-
tra component to this process, namely the links between sub-
models: for example, how to link between a process flow model,
a state chart, and a stock flow model. A further technical is-
sue is how computer models should be linked at runtime. Even
in a multi-method modelling environment like AnyLogic , the flow
of information between components has to be considered. Our
framework provides a systematic checklist for modellers and au-
thors, and is summarised below: the full version can be found in
Appendix 4. 
• Stage 1: real world problem 
◦ Application area 
◦ Type of study (case study, framework + application, theoret-
ical) 
• Stage 2: conceptual modelling 
◦ Conceptual model reported including description of subsystems
(with an indication of appropriate simulation approach) and
inter-relationships between the subsystems (type of informa-
tion exchanged and frequency) 
◦ Type of model (ABS + DES, ABS + SD, DES + SD, ABS + DES + SD) 
◦ Type of hybridization (enriching, sequential, interaction, inte-
gration) 
• Stage 3: computer modelling 
◦ Model integration process (manual, using intermediary tools,
automated) 
◦ Input data (real world, illustrative, mixed) 
◦ Verification reported? 
• Stage 4: solution & understanding 
◦ Validation (statistical, face validity, other) 
◦ Level of implementation (proof of concept, potential, actual) 
6.2. Reflections 
In one sense HS, manifested in links between SD and DES,
could be regarded as the offspring of earlier isolated attempts to
mix continuous and discrete approaches. These attempts, which
were largely theoretical, flourished during the 1960s and 1970s but
then died down until the early 20 0 0s, due to the lack of suitable
computer software to support the modelling and also (arguably)
the immaturity of such approaches in the first place. It is evident
from our review that HS has picked up pace considerably in the
21 st century, possibly driven by the need to cope with increas-
ingly complex problems and facilitated by advances in computer
hardware and software, such as the rise of AnyLogic . Unlike ear-
lier discourse between continuous and discrete models, the mod-
ern variant of HS modelling often relates to the interplay betweenPlease cite this article as: S.C. Brailsford et al., Hybrid simulation mode
Journal of Operational Research (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.201micro” operational-level models, typically modelled using DES or
BS, and “macro” whole-system or aggregate SD models that take
 more strategic view. However, we also found examples such as
37] and [115] where SD was used at a microscopic level, to model
rocesses inside individual agents. The inclusion of ABS was of-
en a response to the need to capture the cognitive and emotional
spects of decision-making, and reflected the increasing interest
n Behavioural OR more generally ( Franco and Hämäläinen, 2016 ;
unc, Malpass and White, 2016 ). 
SD has two critical aspects that are important to consider when
t is used in HS beyond the broad, or strategic, view of a sys-
em. Firstly, it provides the concept of feedback process explic-
tly: this is non-existent in DES and tacit in ABS. Moreover, the
oncept of feedback is useful when moving from short-term dy-
amics, e.g. DES models, to long-term implications in systems. It is
lso important as a method to understand the emergent behaviour
sually observed in ABS models. Secondly, SD is strongly under-
inned by the concept of stocks and flows. Stock and flows are
learly aligned with queues and activities in DES so offer a plat-
orm for common understanding between both methods. Addition-
lly, stocks and flows offer the possibility of storing information,
.g. accumulation processes that are fundamental to agents with
earning abilities, e.g. accumulating experiences. Stocks and flows
re also useful concepts to understand the concept of “state” in
gents: the accumulation of agents in certain “states” resembles
losely the dynamics of stocks. 
.3. Future opportunities 
Hybrid simulation is clearly an area where a lot of exciting re-
earch is going on, and the field is developing rapidly. It is quite
ossible that in ten years’ time, HS will be routinely taught on
R courses and there will be several software packages compet-
ng with AnyLogic . The growth in publications is near-exponential
nd the long list of client testimonials on the AnyLogic website in-
icates that even if academics are not having much success in get-
ing their models used in practice, the AnyLogic consultancy arm is.
e are not suggesting that they are the only business consultants
sing HS, but they are currently the market leader. 
We have already identified several areas where further research
s needed, but there are many other interesting open questions.
hat is the best diagrammatic representation of a hybrid model?
hat are the main benefits of using HS, compared with single-
ethod models, at different stages during a modelling project?
hat is the best way to document a HS model? In what cir-
umstances is it better to use a “jack of all trades” tool like Any-
ogic , or single-method tools like Vensim, Arena or NetLogo , linked
hrough some intermediary interface? What are the trade-offs to
e made when comparing a HS approach to a single-method ap-
roach? How can HS models be speeded up? Could archetypal be-
aviours be identified in hybrid models like they are in SD (e.g.
imits to growth, eroding goals), DES (e.g. different queue disci-
lines) and AB models (e.g. diffusion of ideas across a network)?
ould archetypal behaviours be observed, for instance, if a limits
o growth SD model was linked to a single-server FIFO queue DES
rchetype? Can additional modelling methods become part of the
ybrid community, e.g. network modelling? Are there other ways
n which model behaviour can be analysed, beyond statistical anal-
sis? 
We originally hypothesised that hybrid simulation approaches
ave become more popular because modern business problems are
ore complex. However, it may be that business problems were
lways complex, and simulation modellers have simply become
ore ambitious about the types of problem that can be tackled.
ither way, hybrid simulation is clearly here to stay. lling in operational research: A state-of-the-art review, European 
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